Liverpool's First Web Development Boot Camp Launches
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Coder Space Ltd is the first, full time Web Development Boot Camp (http://www.coderspace.co.uk) to set up
in Liverpool, covering Merseyside and the North West. Based in the heart of Liverpool's Creative and
Digital district in the recently redeveloped Vanilla Factory, Coder Space offers 13 week, highly
intensive, full time instruction to people of all ages looking to learn to code and fast track into a web
and software development career.
Managing Director - Jon Dando adds "Not only will Coder Space provide the course instruction and
curriculum but also the necessary advice and contacts to make the job search process as easy as
possible".
Working with hiring partners and groups across the North West, including Angel Solutions, Good Call
Digital, the BBC, the NHS, Liverpool Girl Geeks, Innovators Hub and Liverpool Professional, our promise
is that graduates of our coding boot camp will have a suitable new job within 6 months. We are unique we do not charge hiring partners for recruiting our graduates.
"The first course starts on the 25th September, but in the meantime we are running an evening taster
course of four sessions starting on the 4th July - no previous experience is required".
The North West is now one of the fastest growing regions in the UK in Digital and Creative industry terms
but, with a huge skills gap developing in HTML, JavaScript and PHP, Coder Space hopes to play a part in
helping to drive this new revolution.
For more details and our current 20% discounted offer please go to
http://www.coderspace.co.uk or contact Jon at jon@coderspace.co.uk on 0151 958 9767.
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